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garrison at Mazatlan, wa prevented
from discharging her cargo today by
the dangerous 'fire of General Obre-gon'constitutionalist batteries The
captain of the vessel announced that
TO
he would attempt tonight to run the
constitutionalist fire.
' Mazatlan Is
Starving
AT
This makes the third- supply ship
that has been prevented within the
week fronv landing supplies for the
THE . MEXICAN DICTATOR WILL hungry populace and garrison of Maz- SEVERAL AMERICANS ARE THE
atlan. As soon as the shortage of waVICTIMS OF THE NOTORIOUS
ENDEAVOR TO BLOCKADE!
"
the
the
down
of
caused
ter
shutting
"WHITE WOLF"
PORT OF TAMPICO
power plant, General Obregon succeeded in cutting loose and capturing .BeV
I
IHATMN yers! provision barges and the Launch FAMOUS MONASTERY BURNED
i
MMPI
iSF
lllbti VI WWW VUIU1 MVilllV" which had towed, theJh into the harbor. - '
Later the schooner Garibaldi, laden
ANCIENT STRUCTURE IN TIBET
UNITED STATES A SHORT TIME with
sugar, was captured.
FISED BY
AGO DECLARED ALL GULF
- The federal steamer General Meha
was driven from the harbor by the acPILLAGERS
...... PORTS "OPEN"
curacy of the constitutionalists' fire.
These events have added greatly tq
THE CAPITAUS CUT OFF the desperation of Mazatlan's situaBAND FINALLY TRAPPED
J
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tempt to go Into the witness' life with
Rapp or his alleged relations with
Miss Dean.

The singer's eyes filled with tears
speaking of improving .her house
In New Jersey., and she apologized
for her limited command ot English.
She has eight children, one adopteg
and seven by previous marriages. The
oldest is 32 years old.
Ben M. Smith, counsel for Rapp,
directed his first queries to ascertain
whether the witness, who was horn
In Prague, Austria, 53 years ago, has
a right to sue in this country. She
said she had been stngmg In the United
'
i .
States for 15 years'.
"Were you at home last Christmas?''
she was asked.
"At home last Christmas? Of course
I was. I couldn't forget the most important things in my life," came the
answer.
In June of last year the singer went
to Culver, Ind., to be present at the
graduation of her boh, Frank George
Washington Heink.
"Did you go alone?" insisted Smith.
"My daughf erj my chauffeur, my
cooks,, iny . waiters and a gentleman
went with me," was the reply.
"And who was the gentleman?"
"Mr. George Baldwin,"
Witness rented a cottage there and
remained five Jays.
"Where did Baldwin live?" asked the
lawyer, but an objection shut off answer.
,'. ,
chuckled
Mme. Sohumman-Heinwhen Smith asked her If a Mr. McNa-mar- a
visited her at her New Jersey
In

VANITIE should put
some tanglefoot on the
deck If It would win
the race.

CITY EDITION

1914.

to the struggling sailors and it was
some time before one ot them could
be dragged on board. A. press boat
in the meantime had picked up the
other.
In the meantime the Resolute had
an easy run to her first mark. The
mishap to Vanitle occurred in the lee
of the Long Island shore. Though
Vanitle was in the lead at the time,
Resolute was fast, overhauling her.
The official time of Resolute at 8HOT8 ARE FIRED AT INTERUR-BATHIS
GENERAL HUERTA MAKES
finish-wal:55:30i the official
CAR IN THE TRINIDAD
CONDITION UPON WHICH HE'"' the
was 53 minutes 41 sec
time
elapsed
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Resolute and Vanitle will sail their
FRIENDS next race Saturday under the' auspic TRC3PS BEGIN INVESTIGATION
es of the lATobmont Yacht club.

REGULAR
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Rain Begins Early
DEAVOfl TO LEARN WHO -June 4. With & south.
Rye, N.
IS RESPONSIBLE
OR MONEY
erly rain storm sweeping the sound
the chances tor a fair contest between
the rival cup aspirants, Resolute and
CONSTITUTIONALISTS
OPPOSE Vanities, seemed slim ' early today. TWO MINERS ARE KIDNAPED
Neither skipper was inclined to go
tion.
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the
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and
at
time
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mation reaching here. The reasons
Vera Cruz, June 4. The price Pro Increasing.
Trindiad, Cola, June 4.. A repoit
Peking, China, June 4. "White
Washington, June 4. Prospects of for General Obregon's action were not
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course
The
today
visional
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for
President
Huerta
an attempted blockade of Taniplco by stated.
Wolf," the Chinese brigand who duri ,.,r
car en route to Cokedale late
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Rebels Take Collma
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the
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affairs
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here
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conference
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Ning Chow and his followers today
of the situation. It was considered to official information furnished
Huerta is said to realize' that he has Winters, his wife and W. H. Cooper number ot passengers;
significant, however, that at the state miral Howard late today by a consti burned Tao Chow in the extreme south home.
to comAn investigation is also being made
"No man came to live with me in only a slim chance of winning out, but must face trial for conspiracy
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Fear Felt for Foreigners
do should Huerta boats attempt
to try to Manzanillo, but
floHeld at union headquarters for tw
New York, June 4. Fears were ex ference today and it was said Presi- cial losses for those' joined in the
interfere with her, officials declined cation between that city and the capi'
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for
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before
cabinet,
them
congress
through"
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about
a
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heart
valley.
ted States ships would permit the AnMissionary alliance,
Cha?rman Henry of the for the new congressmen Installed in Willard, United Sta.tes ambassador, or more strikers and were finally
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00 missionaries in various- parts
tilla to land her cargo, now that the tion Js about 5,000.
Mrs. Willard had King Alfonso
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Hurrying
Washington,
the Mexican oil field from spoliation, set fire tq It, was a missionary named
On Board United States Ship
TOO MUCH POWER sideration of the administration anti ed by members ot the diplomatic department or whether they are bona
Mazatlan, Mexico, June 3 (via was officially announced today in the Kauffman, who came from Missouri.
trust program in the hope of complet corps and many persons prominent In fide, employes of the Sopris mine, as '
Miss Hauberg, of Boone, Iowa, Miss
wireless to San Diego, June 4,) Com- following statement:
or by Monday at the thA aocietv of the Spanish capital. A the officials of the Colorado Fuel and
The withdrawal of the foreigners Kennon of Ohio, and J. P. Rommen of VICE PRESIDENT OF THE ERIE ing it Saturday
munication between the west coast cf
was given for the en- Iron company announced.
house
the
today continued gen- Russian' ballet
latest,
Mexico and Mexico City has been from the Tampico oil fields after the Indiana also were believed to have
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tertainment
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'
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final
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while military operations
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route from Ban Bias to" Las Tree the operator's of the oil wells in every Mrs. W. C. Xhristle, the Rev. and practically is given the powers of gen expected
Carranza government, received a tel- dent Wilson today by Senator Owen,
bate tonlghtL
Marias Island, 60 miles west of Topic, case to meet their contractural obli Mrs. W. M. Ruhl of Philadelphia, the eral managers and boards of directors
from General Carranza
introBeginning detailed consideration of egram today conference between the who announced his Intention of J
'"feaVe captured the federal preon and gations or to comply with the require- Rev. and Mrs. Diehl of Bowling Green, of all the railroads of the country,"
a
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a bill for such a, body.
telling
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the
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the radio station, which will isolate ments of the authorities. As a pos- Ohio, and the Rev. and Mrs. Snyder of said George F. Brownell, vice presi
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- the Huerta troops operating In the sible result, some of the contracts Indiana.
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"Mother" Is Detained
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or some of the
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hurried
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through
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chief.
committee on "proposed anti-truleg morrow the
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Jon e8, organizer of the United
on the three held at Durango and It was
Mary
vote
final
'
r, cuadalaiara Surrounded
was w d Mine Workers of America, was hot
interests
will be taken on ed that Senor Calderon
SCHUMANN HEINK SUES islation which affects the railroads.Mr. anti-tru; measures
The matter has been brought to
cabinet
Under this bill," continued
fei6aa1ajra, the objective point
Carranza
the
taken into
permitted to board a Canadian Pa.;
satwatt'lj?-'';- '
dr fMft' recent onerations of tha con the attention of the governments of
Brownell, "the commltteewoijd, have
cific steamer bound for Vancouver to
'.A1
stitutionalist army of the northwest, the United States, Great Britaiu$nd HllSBAND FOB DIVUKlt the powers without the responsibility,
PLUMBERS HOLD MEETING
day, being etoopedjaJJie gang plank
' under command of General Obregou, the Netherlands. Appreciating the
leaving the owners with the responsi RESOLUTE WINS WHEN
Pueblo, Colo., June 4. Following by a Canadian Pacific official.
The
bilities and? Without the powers. It
surrounded great injustice to the operators, who,
has been effectually
the appointment of committees at the United (Mine Workers have filed a
Three columns of Obregon's army, ac-- , for their safety were compelled to THE FAMOUS SINGER NAMES CO w6uld lead to ait.lnterjpcking director
morning session, the delegates to the protest with Secretary of Labor Wil
RESPONDENT. IN HER CASE
VANITIE HAS MISHAP seventeenth annual state convention son at Washington.
ate' more.Vaat. thatt,jhaB;heen suggest
cording Unofficial information reach- leave the district and so were unable
- AGAINST
RAPP
,
ed assisting today.'. f.;, v
of master plumbers, In session here,
ing Admiral Howard, has succeeded to comply with their contracts and
"Mother" Jones, who had purchased
0.UJA3
In shutting off the city from the na legal provisions, the three governments
,K ..
devoted today to seeing the city. Of- S ticket to Vancouver, presented herFALLING
Mm.
SAILORS
QVERBOARD
Ernestine
Chicago',' June
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
tional capital on the east and Maza-nlll- o have formally agreed that they win
ficers will be elected tomorrow.
self at the gangplank of the steamer
CAUSE COCHRAN'S, BOAT
Schumann-Heink- ,
wearing a handsome
Columbia,, Mo., Jung 4. Dn, A
and the Pacific coasts, on the
and was subjected to the. usual ques
black summer gown, waving a fan and Lawrence Lowell, president of Har
west.
(Continued on Page Four)
DANIELS GETS APPOINTMENT
tioning by a Canadian immigration in4. Secretary
making frequent use of smelling salts, vard university, delivered the address
Jun.
The isolation of Guadalajara was
Washington,
spector. Asked if she was an Ameri
Off
Glen,
Associatedf Press Boat,
entered Judge Cullivan's court today to before the graduating class of the
Lane today appointed Mark Daniels can citizen she replied:
accomplished by the simultaneous
The
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,
3
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L.
cove,
(by
movement of three forces, command FROM SCRAP HEAP TO state her case for divorce against Wil University of Missouri today. More
"Yes, and prctud of it" She gave
races of San Francisco general superintend
liam Rapp, Jr.
than 400 students received their di yacht Resolute won today's trialdefend ent of the national parks.
ed by Generals Dieguez, Buelna and
Ireland as her birthplace. The ln-Cochran's
Alexander
In one corner of the room stood the plomas from the hands of Dr. A.. Ross against
1
looked at her ticket and al..:
Lavigia. General Dieguez, swinging
HEAD OF A FLEET
er the sloop Vanitie, when the latter
surrounded by friends and Hili,"president of. the university. ....
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to Mrs. Jones i,-- "
southward lupon Manzanillo,
crew
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in another the singer with her friends,
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not
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i
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from Guadalajara toward the Pacific here nearly ten years and- which at ''Elias Mayer, attorney for the com at 11 a. m.
member of the International executive
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at
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CO.NQITION
Resolute
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the
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E.
Debate was resumed on the Panama
coa.st of the state of Jalisco. He lias one time iwas ordered to the scrap plainant named Misa Catherine
board of the United Mine Workers,
the
and was declared the winner after
,
tolls exemption repeal (bilk
interruDted an communication Be heap, will sail soon for China as flag Dean of New York City as
4.
A total de who has been acting as representative
June
that
"had
signaled
committee
Washington,
ent Counsel for Rapp, who has filed Railroad men discussed federal reg regatta
tween Guadalajara and that territory, ship of the Asiatic squadron.
crease of 175 persons killed and of of the board of the Vancouver Upland
a cross bill, deferred vnelr statement ulation of securities issued before the she need sail only half the
was
The
Admiral
Brooklyn
to
reports.
according
547 injured in air classes ot railroad districts for two years, at once sent
course.
the first wit- interstate commerce commission.
Mme. Schumman-Helnk- ,
General Lavigia is operating east of Schley's flagship during the Spanish
.WilH 111
luck met Vanitie after she had accidents was shown in the accident a protest to Secretary of Labor,
3672 Mich
Cummins bill to prevent railroads
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Guadalajara, and is reported in posses- American war, and led the fighting ness, gave her residence as
Interstate
the
Washington.
the
of
miles
issued
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by
today
covered less than four
sion of the railroad connecting that when the Spanish fleet was destroyed igan avenue. Her. domestic traits from limiting liability on live stock
race and before the boats had round commerce commission for the quarter
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.passed.
remembered
the
struck
spectators
at
ship
by
shipments
Santiago.
YOUNG MORGAN ILL
city with the Mexican capital.
ed tha firsd- mark to windward. As ending December 31, 1913, as compared
House; Met at 11 a. m.
It is understood here that General about 20 times by shells, and its sides with smiles, when, In insisting that this
of
New
York, June 4 Henry St.nrg?a
wind
south
quarter
with
the
corresponding
Into
a strong
for seven she tacked
was her real home, the witness said
Under ;n agreement
Obregon's advance with combined still show the marks.
of
decrease
a
was
also
Two 1912. There
Morgan, youngest son of J. P. Morgan,
"When I em here I live there and hours' continuous debate, the Rayburn her deck was at a sharp angle.
Several years later the essel was
forces of approximately 10,000 upon
is
accidents.
train
of
recovering from .an operation for
number
386
blinded
in
by
the
hall
of railroad of the men on board,
Guadalajara will be timed so as to' sent to the Philadelphia navy yard every day I help in tidying up and bill for federal regulation
oil1,450 collisions and appendicitis in the Presbyterian
shows
The
hammered
and
by
report
and
rain
spray
meet Villa's troops,; headed southward and put out of commission. . About 8 cleaning the place. I do washing, too.' securities was taken up.
the quarter, with
Young Morgan complained ?y-appro aUna eiinnpil over the side. The 2,307 derailments for
Siitidrv civil hill carrying
She and Rapp separated three years
in a combined attack on Mexico City, year ago, work !was begun on the
and property damage of $3,090,330. Prac- week while in snool at Grolon,
with
covered
whltocaps
was
sound
Ammunition Not Landed
priations of . more than $107,000,000
Brooklyn and the vessel was so com ago.
betas ill. lie was taken to tn?
themselves. The tically all of the. figures show
Direct examination by Attorney Ma was brought in by the appropriation they could not save
The schooner Leonor, with a cargo pletely overhauled that today it Is one
on Tues-dithrown
1a.
were
pltal
belts
life
Vanitie hove to,
,
yer ceased abruptly without any at- - committee. of supplies for the beleagured federal of the fastest cruisers in the navy.
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BLUE AND GRAY A

HELPLESS AS BABY
ROLLEY CAR MUTINY

THURSDAY,

JUNE

Occasional transients got in, hung
strap for a time and got out
dls--"
it reached the down-towtrict the car became crowded, but the
retained their seats,
original twenty-siand gradually the car was depleted of
all save the Wilklnsvilleites. Conversation became general and animated
again; at the car barn a company inspector boarded the car, and to him
an appeal was made. He sustained the
conductor, however, and then discreetly departed.
Two drummers getting on soon afterward gazed electrified at the interior
of the car.
"Just run over somebody?" one of
them asked the conductor, as a burst
of general conversation came through
the partly open door.
"No," he --aid, surlily.
"Well, what is that in there Sun- Jay school convention, or trade union?"
the other man asked facetiously.
The conductor ran a scornful eye
over the indignant suburbanites withon a
When

n

4, 1914.
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Down in Mind

Unable to Work,

By MARY ROBERTS

RINEHART.

and What Helped Her.

BRUT I EDS

(Copyright)

VETERANS OF RIVAL ARMIES

AT-

TEND DEDICATION OF CONFEDERATE SHAFT

Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
Belle Emey, of this place, says: "I suffered for l5 years with an awful pain in
my right side, caused from womanly
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but without success. 1 suffered so very much,
that 1 became down in mind, and as helpless as a baby. 1 was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work.
I began taking Cardul, the woman's
tonic, and got relief from the very first
dose. By the time I had taken 12 bottles, my health was completely restored.
1 am now 43 years years old, out feel as
good as 1 did when only 16.
Cardul certainly saved me from losing
my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
In its favor. I wish I had some power
over poor, suffering women, and could
make them know the good it would da

The reason for the quarrel has noth
ing to do with the story; it was the
usual affair, in which the Girl declares
with' every appearance of sincerity
that she hopes she will never see him
again, and the Man gnaws his
having abolished the mustache
and declares savagely that she need
not worry, she won't.
The only unusual feature was that
the Man was handsome, and did not
know It, and the Girl, who was charming, and knew It, was quite unspoiled.
Perhaps it was the rain that bad ruffled the current of true love.
As he held his umbrella over tho
Girl, they were as far apart as the
poles; the drip was falling on the rim
of his hat, and his head being thrown
well back he was very much Injured
little stream of water ran down
between the shoulders of his gray rain
coat From one pocket protruded the
corner of a gilt tied package, and the
little widow who stood Just back of
them smiled and sighed.
When the WllkinsviUe car came
along he assisted the Girl In ceremoniously. On the platform she turned
and spoke to him.
"You have my purse," she said, Icily
polite. "May I trouble you for it?1
Which meant that she wished to pay
her own fare; be was not to dare to
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All human experience looks back tar
ANNUAL EDUCATIONAL ASmotherhood as the wonder of wonders.
The patience, the fortitude, the sublime
SOCIATION MEETING
faith during the period of expectancy are
second only to the mother love bestowed
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4. Calling on upon the moat helpless but most marvelous creation a baby.
city and county superintendents and
Women are quick to learn from each
also principals of schools to attend other those helpful agencies that aid to
that conserve their nervous
the sessions of the National Education comfort,
energy and yet are perfectly safe to use
al association convention in Minnea- and among these they; recommend
"Mother's Friend."
polis July 4 to 11; asking county comIt Is entirely an external application
to
state
apmissioners throughout the
designed to lubricate the broad, flat
muscles
and skin that protect the
propriate funds for railroad fares of abdomen. It has been la favorabl use
for
their superintendents and inviting the
nearly half a century and Is known
to mothers In almost every settled comcommercial clubs of New Mexieo to munity
in the United States who highly
you will find It on sale
send literature and photographs to recommend
In drug stores.
"Mother's Friend" is
New Mexico headquarters. State Su- utterly harmless, contains no deadening
n
drugs and yet Its Influence in the skin
perintendent of Public Instruction
muscles beneath as also upon the
N. White today issued circular let and
network of nerves beneath the skin is
ters telling of the importance of the very beneficial, very soothing and a
wonderful help. The muscles expand
forthcoming educational event.
naturaUy and are not subjected to unnecsurface strain and pln.
Mr. White's letter to the Commercial essary
Get a bottle of "Mother's Friend" toclubs is as follows:
day at any drug store and write to us
our Instructive little book to mothers.
"Dear Sirs In response to my re for
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$77.80
$86.30
Asbury Park, N. J, Standard Lines
hoard; Pablo Jaramlllo, interpreter.
By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
1913. signated district within precinct No.
N.
Nov.
Watrous,
M,
.
Differential
The record of the proceedings of
$74.80
$82.10
21, San Miguel county, New Mexico, Attest:
(Seal)
the last regular session and special We the undersigned, appointed to there were 27 votes cast against
Atlantic City, N. J, Standard Lines
$77.30
$84.30
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
pro
view
and appraise the property and
sessions held during the month of
Differential
$32.80
$76.90
Purchase.
25 votes In favor of pro Check Protector
hibition
and
assess damages etc.,- for the proposed
March, read, approved and signed.
R. L. Allen, agent tor G. W. Todd
said spetherefore
Lines
Standard
and
that
$77.30
Boston,
Mass.,
hibition,
$35.80
Publlo Road Las Vegas to Watrous. road along the west side of the
cial election decided as against prohi- and Company, of Rochester, N. Y., ap
Differential
$S5.80
$73.80
Of the A. T. and S. P. Ry. Co,
The following resolution having
the board and submitted
before
In said proposed district.
bition
peared
Via
!
$85.80
Montreal, Quebec
$80.30
been submitted to th board by Chas. from the town of Watrous to the San
a model of the Protectograph Check
Canvass Election Pet. No. 9.
$69.25
Buffalo, N. Y, Standard Lines
$62.40
W. G. Ward, Esq., mstrict attorney, Miguel county line across the lands
Writer for use in writing checks and
of
returns
The
the
canvassed
board
$67.3o"
of
William
.
morespec-fullDifferential Kronig, hereby
$62.40
upon the reading thereof and a
excounty Warrants, etc., and having
report that the foregoing propo- the special prohitbtlon election held
tion by John H. York, the same ia
.
.
$47.80
Chicago, III, .
plained the workings thereof, upon
the
within
district
propos
designated
sition
Kroabove
William
signed by
approved and adopted In words and
New
N.
motion the clerk Is directed to make
Lines
Standard
$77.30
York,
Y,
forth
set
ed
as
a
district
prohibition
nig is substantially as we have agreed
figures as follows,
.
Differential
on purchase of one of said Protectographs
$74.30
In the matter of the opening of the with bim, and we reBpeotfully approve and fully described in the petition
with- at the price of $35, from the said com
office
and
in
file
the
the
clerk
of
Lines
Standard
.
$67.00
Pa.,
the
Pittsburgh,
as
terms
the
same,
which
said
upon
the
road crossing
lands of William
in precinct No. 9, San Miguel county-Ne- pany, to be delivered at the county
Differential
$65.45
Kronlg from the town of Watrous proposed road shall be open and esclerk's office within 90 days.
Mexico,' as required by law-antablished.
Side
ride
to
return
Denver
La
from
Junta
and
along the west side of the
,.....$5.50
having examined such election returns, Reports, Receipts, etc.
of the A. T. and S. P. Railway com-- '
Respectfully,
Side ride from La Junta to Colorado Springs and return
$3.25
The following reports, reeclpts, etc.,
there being no protest thereto, the
ED. I). WOODBURY,
pany to the point in the present road
Side ride from La Junta to Pueblo and return
$1.95
74 votes were cast at having been submitted to the board,
board
finds
that
H. D. REIN KEN,
leading from Las Vegaa to Watrous
examination
55 upon the reading and
election
said
and
for
prohibition
GEORGE M. KING.
where said road makes a bend to the
votes against prohibition, and, tnere-for- thereof the same are approved and orCOLORADO POINTS
Viewers.
.
Sapello river.
a majority of votes so cast fa dered filed in the office of the clerk,
'
The above entitled matter coming
It appearing to this board that it Is
Denver and return. .
$16.60
within the prohibion this day for hearing before the satisfactory to all parties concerned vored prohibition
.
Colorado Springs and return
.
$13.70
Monthly report of Eugenlo Romero,
tion district proposed and such dis.- .
return
Pueblo
.
and
$11.90
county commissioners of San Miguel to open said road, subject to the fore1914.
March
for
treasurer,
trict is established as a prohibition county
county, upon the written proposition going, It is hereby ordered that there
Statement of poll taxes received by
the sale of intoxicating li
of date November 12th, 1913, signed be and hereby is established a public district,
to be governed therein as pro county treasurer, for March, 1914,
quors
by William Kronlg and the written ap- road from a point on the west side of vided
$460.90.
by law.
proval thereof signed by the viewers the
of the A. T. and S. F. Prohibition Election Pet No. 1 San
Statement of liquor licenses receiv
or appraisers heretofore named by railway In the present road leading
ed .by county treasurer for March,
D.
Miguel:
the county commissioners of Mora from Las Vegas to Watrous where the A
$480.
1914,
heretofore
been
petition having
county, Ed D. Woodbury, H. D. Rein-ke-n saidroad makes a bend to cross over
Statement of liquor licenses collect
presented to the board from Precinct
and George M. King.
the Sapello River, from said bend in No. 1, San
ed
San
by Roman Gallegos, sheriff, for
county,
It appearing to tbls board from said said road along the westerly side of New Mexico,Miguel, for Miguel
a special elec- March, 1914, $500.
praying
Warrant 10473, Matias Aragon, fees Co., part payment Villanueva bridge,
written pVoposition of said William the
y
Warrant 10455, Jose Luis Tapia, fees
of the said A. T. and tion on the
Receipt No. 477 from state treasur
prohibition question, which
as
$1.
as
fund,
justice of the peace, general county bridge fund, 1913, $1800.
county
Kronig and the report by the viewers S. F. Railway to the south boundary
constable,
general
petition was returned for correction, er, to county treasurer, for March.
Warrant 10491, Mo V. B. and Iroa
Warrant 10456, Romero and RuduJph, fund, $3.50.
representing the county of Mora, and line of the county of Mora. That, that in that the district designated therein 1914, $7801.04.
Co.,
John H. York, R. J. Taupert and Geo. portion of the said written proposition was not
for
wardrobe
Charles
Ilfeld
general
Warrant
part payment, Prince St, bridge,
Co.,
jail,
county
10474,
Receipt No. Ill from H. C. Smith,
properly described as required
H. Hunker, representing San Miguel submitted by the said William Kroen-Ifund, 1913, $1800.
bridge
$4.75.
genfund,
machine,
county
treasurer,
paper
adding
school
and
Las
Vegas
by law, and such description having treasurer city of
J. P. Precinct No. 53:
10457, Roman Gallegos, eral county fund, $1.80.
as appears herein above be and the been
Warrant
county, the said William Kronlg being
for
2
to
No.
district
treasurer,
county
said
being
corrected,
petition
A petition for the appointment of a
represented by William G. Haydon, his same hereby are the terms and consheriff, P. O. box rent, January to. Warrant 10475, Mamn Delgado, merBigned by the required number of qua- March, 1914, $4161.30,
'
$2.
and
rund,
attorney,
approving this order, ditions upon which said work is to be lified voters residing within th.j dis
chandise county prisoners, general justice of the peace within and for
Receipt No. 110, from Martin Delga June, general county
Trinidad
from all of which it appears that the done and said road opened, said road
Warrant
Gallegos,
10458,
precinct No. 53, San Miguel county.
county fund, $16.70.
trict proposed as a prohibition dls do, treasurer, town of Las Vegas, and
New Mexico, having been presented to
said parties Interested bave agreed to be 60 feet wide.
and
county
wltess
general
mileage,
counto
4,
and
Nos.
Warrant 10476, Eugenlo Romero,
i
trict, upon motion, sajd petition is school districts
the board, and upon consideration
upon the matter of the opening of said
$4.50.
That upon the delivery of the deed approved and ordered filed, and
office
ty treasurer, for March, 1914, $1612.81. fund,
treasurer,
supplies, general
Co.,
Romero
it being found that no election
road as the same will be located in
Warrant
10459,
thereof,
Merc,
A.
M.
properly executed by the said Wil . It is ordered by the board that the
Report of license taxes by
county fund, $21.26.
for justice of the peace and constable
2 brooms for county jail, general counSan Miguel county, upon the follow- liam
assessor
for
the
to
for
be
In
land
described
said
January,
Sanchez,
convey- district
Kronlg
county
petition be,
Warrant 10477, Eugenlo Romero, was held in said
ty fund, $1.
ing terms, which are a part of the ed by him to the County of San Mi and the same is hereby designated as 1914, $1035.
precinct for the pres
treasurer,
repairs adding machine, ent terms of such offices, upon motion.
wit
10460.
Warrant
said proposition of the said William guel,
Trujillo,
Elfego
A.
M.
taxes
e
license
by
covering the said road above the district wherein there shall
Report of
general county fund, 1913, $10.75.
It is ordered by the board that
Kronlg and the approval thereof:
described and for said proposed road submitted to the qualified voters there Sanchez, county assessor, for February, ness and mileage, general county fund,
Warrant 10478, Optic Pub. Co., pub14.30.
Sena be, and he hereby is ap
Watrous, N. M., Nov. 12th, 1913. showing the number of acres convey of, the question of whether or not the 1914, $1242.50.
Warrant 10461, Bias Gallegos, wit lishing assessment notices, general pointed Justice of the peace, within and
County Commissioners of Mora'
M. A.
taxes
ed to said County, that thereupon the barter, sale and exchange of intoxicatlicense
of
by
Report
county fund, $10.60.
for precinct No. 53, San Miguel counCounty, and Messers. H. D. Rein- President and Clerk of this Board are ing liquors shall be prohibited there Sanchez, county assessor for March, ness and mileage, Gallegos case, genWarrant 10479, Pablo Ullbarri, fees ty, New Mexico, and he is authorized
eral
county fund, $4.50.
kein, E. D. Woodbury and Geo.
authorized to receive said deed of in, at a special election to be held 1914, $582.50.
Warrant 10462, Matlas Aragon, 6 as justice of the peace, general county to perform the duties of such, office
King, viewers for Mora county.
said William Kronlg and draw war- within said district on Tuesday, May
of D. R. Murray, precinct No.
Report
fund, $6.80.
upon qualifying by taking the oath and
County Commissioners of San Mirant of this Board for the amount of 26th, A. D. 1914, and the polling place, 29, for March quarter, 1914, fines col- days witness and mileage, Gallegos Warrant
10480, Faolo Jarmlllo, in giving bond as required by law.
$6.80.
fund,
H.
county
case,
and
J.
Messrs.
general
guel County
such acreage at the price of One Hun- judges and clerks for such election lected, $6.59.
Warrant 10463, W. C. Dennis, burial terpreter justice of the court, 3 days, J. P. Bond:
York, R. J. Taupert and Geo. II.
dred Dollars per acre payable to him are named here belo, as follows,
Receipt No. 78 to county clerk from
Albert Caulkln, general county fund, general county fund, $6.
of
The following official bonds of jusHunker of San Miguel county.
for said land.
county treasurer, O. Maloof on C. H.
Warrant 10481, GilDert A. Guerin, tices of the peace having been sub
$10.
Gentlemen:
sewer, $20.
It Is further ordered that as part of Polling Place:
Warrant 10464, Optic Pub. Co., pub moving assessor's outnt, general coun- mitted to the board upon examination
In compliance with our informal
House of David Urioste.
Inquest J. J.. Maestas, Jr., justice of
the consideration of the opening of
commissioners proceedings, ty fund, 75c.
thereof, the same are approved and
on
N
at
the
M.,
lishing
Watrous,
meeting
the pease precinct No. 13, as to Pedro
s
said road that the said William Kronlg
Judges of Election:
Warrant 10482, Tranquillno Baca, ordered filed In the office of the clerk
$125.94..
fund,
county
10th day of November, 1913, and to
general
1. David TJrlost.
Gutierrez, deceased.
be and hereby is authorized and em
Warrant 10465, Optic Pub. Co., pub fees as constable, general county fund, for recording,
.
ifarry out the understanding between
2. Francisco Duran.
Bills Approved:
powered to close the old road cross
$6.35.
No. 135, Tomas Jaramlllo, precinct
us had on that date, I hereby submit
accounts rendered lishing election proclamation, general
3. Antonio A. Tapia.
The following
his said lands from the point
C. oe Ba- No. 27, justice of the peace.
Deciderio
ing
Warrant
10483,
$41.60.
fund,
county
to you, respectively tor your respecClerks of Election:
against the county of an Miguel, havwhere the said road leading from Las
Warrant 10466, Las Vegas Light and ca, repairing court house and jail, C. No. 17, Cecilio Sena, precinct No.
tive counties the terms and conditions
examined
the
they
1.
board,
been
Garcia.
Ernesto
by
ing
Vegaa to Watrous makes the bend I?
', Justice of the peace.
Power
Co., lights C. H. and bridge, H. and jail fund, $17.
upon which I agree to opening public cross the
are approved for payment and the
2. Jesus Crespin.
rrvor to the south
Warrant
10484, Gregorio Gutierrez,
?35.
Sapello
It is ordered that the board adjourn
fund,
county
general
across
my
road along railroad track
clerk is directed to issue his several
Proclamation
boundary line of Mora cour'y, which
Warrant
10467, M. A. Sanchez, as merchandise, Juan Gutierrez, indigent until Wednesday morning, April 8, A.
lands.
v
Is the north boundary line of San Mi
Whereas, in conformity with Chap warrants in settlement thereof upon sessor, P. O. box rent, etc., general fund, $7.
D. 1914, at 10 o'clock.
If these lands were pasture lands,
of the county treasurer, t:
Warrant 10485, El Independiente
guel county, and sa!a old road Is dis- ter No. 78 of the Laws of the state
FIDEL ORTIZ,
$1.10.
fund,
county
there would be no difficulty but being
Warrant 10438, Antonio A. Gallegos,
Pub. Co., publishing comissloners pro Attest:
continued as a public road and that New Mexico, passed at the second regLorenzo
Chairman
Delgado,
10468,
Warrant
agricultural lands, my irrigating ditch- no further monies shall hereafter be ular session of the First legislature of salary and mileage, first quarter, genLORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
commissioners clerk, first quar ceedings, general county fund, $146.80.
salary,
'
es passing over the same, and also
eral county fund, 1913, $218.
Warrant 10486, El Independiente
appropriated for the maintenance of said state for the year 1913, provision
county fund, $250.
necessary for my cattle to pass un-d- the same.
Warrant 10439 John H. York, salary ter, general
Is made for the holding of special elec
'
10469, Mt. States Tel. Co., Pub. Co., prlnitlng assessment notice.
Warrant
(To be continued tomorrow)
crossing over said proposed road,
tions to regulate the barter, sale and and mileage, first quarter general
$40.
coun
fund,
county
general
and
C.
H.
That
is
auth
general
jail,
telephone
hereby
I deem it better to have, a definite unIn
county fund, 1913, $200.
Warrant il0487, EI Independiente
For An Impaired Appetite.
orized to have constructed the fence exchange of intoxicating liquors
$17.
coun
Warrant 10440, Fidel Ortiz, salary ty fund,
derstanding between us. I understand
vithln
districts
any
designated,
1500
Pub.
Tax
To
Co.,
Amfcroslo
notices,
Candelario
the appetite and
Payers'
Improve
10470,
on
road
Warrant
to be established
the
however, that though I am addressing along
ty of New Mexico, and a proper peti- first quarter, general county fund, fees as constable, general county fund, general county fund, $18.
the digestion try a few
strengthen
west
the
side
from
thereof
above
the
this to you jointly, that each county
tion having been filed by qualified 1913, $200.
Warrant 10488, El Independiente doses of Chamberlain's Tablets. Mr.
2.30.
Is to be responsible only for the por- mentioned bend in the said present electors of the following described dis
Warrant 10441, Agua Pura Co., water
Pub.
G.
Co., ballots schoo election, gener- J. H. Seitz, of Detroit Mich, says:
10471,vFelix
Gutierrez,
Warrant
to
road
y
the
line
south
of
boundary
tion of said road, in your respective
and state for March, general county fund, $25. fees as
of the peace, general al school fund, $19.25.
"They restored my appetite when ImJustice
Mora county, or to make such arrange- trict, within the county
counties. The proposed road will pass
Warrant 10442,. Roman Gallegos,
aforesaid:
V.
Mo.
Iron
B.
Warrant
and
10489,
paired, relieved me of a bloated feel$3.50.
ments
said
William
fund,
the
with
county
Kronlg
entirely over my lands and no one as
Now, Therefore, the board of coun sheriff, salary Jailer and assistant for
Co., part payment
inter
Warrant
Gap
Kearney's
10472,
Sena,
ing and caused a pleasant and satishim
to
Enrique
be
for
the
may
satisfactory
e!so is affected thereby.
of the county of San March, general county fund, 1913, $90.
commissioners
ty
movement of the bowels." For
$400.
1913,
court
genfund,
the
of
bridge
bridge,
factory
peace
preter, justice
I waive any claim for damage in construction of said fence. That the Miguel, state of New Mexico, on this
Warrant 10443, Roman Gallegos, eral
Mo. V. B. and Iron sale by all dealers.
Adv.
Warrant
10490,
$2.
fund,
county
for
of
underground
passage
crossing
lier. thereof and in payment of the
first Monday of April, A. D, 1914, In sheriff, fuel March, 1914, general coun-tand
cattle
Kro
William
stock
of
said
lands used, I to be paid the sum of
do hereby proclaim
fund, $25.
under said crossing over said road regular session,
One Hundred Dollars per acre .for the nlg
Warrant '10444, Roman Gallegos,
a
that
and
notice,
special
give
public
to be built by this board is (he one
total acreage appropriated for the
will be held within the fol- sheriff, boarding county prisoners,
inininuHiiUHiuunuuimnuHUUuumnunimii
which will be situated opposite simil ejection
Toad.
district county ' of March, general county fund, $241.75
described
lowing
ar
under
the
railroad
and
crossing
Good under-brldg- e
Warrant 10445, Antonio Lucero, for
crossings to be
San Miguel, state of New Mexico, on
track as situated in San Miguel coun
made at the two similar crossings unMay 26th, A. D. 1914, for the weights and measures, general coun
Tuesday,
der the railroad track, to permit free ty.
purpose of submitting to the qualified ty fund, 1913, $27.25.
Said underground or under-bridg- e
Warrant 10446, Prospero S. Baca,
electors of said district, the question
passage of my stock under the public
road bridge crossings from one side to crossing to be of sufficient height to of whether or not the barter, sale or salary, janitor, March, 1914, general
the other that my stock can have ac permit of easy pasBag of horses and exchange of intoxicating liquors shall county fund, $50.
Warrant 10447, M. F. Des Marais,
cess to the water in the Sapello river. cattle thereunder and the expense be prohibited therefu as provided by
A good, strong, suostantlal woven thereof and the expense of said fences, said act,
District proposed to salary, school superintendent first
wiro fence to be built across the lands gates, culverts for irrigating ditches be voted for aa prohibition district:
quarter, general school fund, $375
and of changing the said ditches, as
Warrant 10448, Gulllermo Garcia, In
Bounded on the north 'by the hill
along the west side of the said
to be borne by
contemplated
hereby
in
said
road
on
the
load
called
San
of
the
from
justice of the peace court,
point
terpreter
posed
Miguel;
commonly
this board.
south the same boundary of the pre- general county fund, $2. .
being the road leading from Las Ve
Warrant 10449 Adelaido Tafoya, sal
cinct of San Miguel; on the east the
gas to Watrous where said road makes Approved:
WM. KRONIG,
a tend leading to the Sapello river
same boundary of said precinct of ary probate Judge, first quarter, gener
and extending along the west side of By Wm. G. Haydon,
San Miguel; and on the west the same al county fund, $15t.
His Attorney. .
tbe rlghtof-waWarrant 10450, Romero Berc. Co,
of said A. T. and S.
boundary of the aforesaid precinct of
Treasurer's Office.
V. railway to the intersection of the Typewriter
San Miguel.
rubber hose C. H. lawn, 50 ft, general
Mid boundary line of the county of
The county treasurer having been and the polling place designated with county fund, $6.
Mora. The posts to be set not to ex heretofore authorized to purchase a in such district and the eelction JudgWarrant 10451, D. R. Murray, fees as
ceed 16 and one-hafeet apart and new typewriter for his office and to es and clerks named to conduct said Justice of the peace, general county
otherwise to conform to the require make sale of the old machine and such special election at such polling place fund, $23.30.
ments of the law.
old typewriter having been purchased by order of the said board rendered
Warrant 10452, Pablo Jaramlllo, in
ternreter to county commissioners,
Irrigating ditches which may be by George H. Kinkle, for the sum of this day, are as follows
changed to be restored to carry water, $15,00, and Commissioner York now
Polling Place: '
general county fund. $2.
to irrigate same lands, now under same presenting such amount paid upon said
Warrant 10453, Juan P. Gonzales, in
House of David Urioste.
ditches, said restored ditches to be sale, the clerk is directed to pay over
general
Judges of Election:
quest, Sabino Dominguez,
1. David TTri08te.
said Bum to the county treasurer, the
put In good running order.
county fund, $3.50.
"
Substantial culverts to be made for same to be credited to tie general
2. Francisco Duran.
Warrant 10454 Agua Pura Co., water
. my ditch crossings ofnr the road suffl county fund for 1913, and that he take
3. Antonio A. Tapia.
for April, 1914, general county fund,
"
dent in size to permit easy flow of power receipt therefor.
Clerks of Election:
$25.
PRO-
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ouw
other way. He doesn't even propose
a rule of the
to make
order he waa addressing. He merely
proposes that Individual members of
ESTABLISHED 187
that order "stop treating.- - It is big
enough, he thinks, so if every member would step out of the "have one
PubllthM by
on me" brigade, there would be
THC OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated)
enough of a hole in tie ranks to have
a national Influence. It would be a
voluntary movement m fcehalf of the
Editor. weak'
M. M. PADGETT
brother and the brother who
takes chances on becoming weak so
long 80 he trains with the "nave an
other on me" crowd.
Suppose the membership of half a
of the great fraternal societies
dozen
Entered at the poetoffice at East
nation should take up this
this
of
a
U Vegas, New Mexico for
d
make it an individual
proposal,
through the United States
Wouldn't
rule.
the
abide
by
Mils as second class matter.
it make a hole in the drink evil? It
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TK EATING
Out of all the mass of suggestions
fur checking the evil of alcoholism;
i.i.jflation, florce, arbitrary limiting
i 'it personal liberty, iand all the rest of
omea now and then a practical
U,
suggestion which is refreshing, says
the Albuquerque Herald. One of
these Is the suggestion made by
Francis E. Wood of Albuquerque to
the Knights of Columbus in a meet
ing of that order at Las Vegas last
Sunday. Mr. Wood suggested that
the order as an organization place
the ban of disapproval upon the great
American institution of treating; that
it take a stand against the custom
handed down from our fathers of
"have one on me."
Mr. Wood suggests that If the custom of treating in saloons and other
public places where liquor is sold is
done away with, the consumption of
alcoholic liquors in this country, instead of the regular annual Increase,
promptly would be decreased- about
one-halHe thinks the annual crop
of. habitual drunkards would be reThe
duced by at least one-halchances are that Mr.. Wood is just
about right Think over the list of
your 'friends and acquaintances and
count from among them the number
of men who drink alone in public
places. The smalmess of the number will astonish you. And from
those who do drink alone, the con
firmed consumers of excessive quan
tities of alcohol, count those who
have reached U.e stage where liquor
has become a necessity, who reached
that stage through the sociability
route. It's probable you will find
90 per cent arrived that way.
.
No man deliberately becomes a
The haibit is a creeping
drunkard.
not grasp and throttle
does
habit It
its victim all at once, like opium or
cocaine. The treating Custom is the
:k J
national ereaser of the skids.
another'"
"take
to
It is mighty easy
with a group of friends. It is mighty
hard to keep away from the "have
a little one with me" when the other
One hates a
, fellows are buying.
to
be one. Our
hates
piker" and
national Institution of treating is so
well established and so widely redoesn't
spected that the man who
on
conform Just about has to climb
"clam."
a
be
and
the water wagon
To stretch one drink Into ten Is the
easiest thing under the shining sun;
and with ten under his belt, there is
no limit to liberality. ven with the
-

f.

f.

rent money.

Mr. Wood doesn't propose to stop
even
treating by law. He doesn't
check
any
to
place
propose
with liquor In the home, at
since
least we assume he does not,
bj3,"8ttggetion8 sensible in every

.

TRY

4, 1914.

the meeting. The show la to be held
next November during the time the
State Educational association is in
session.

ARCHITECT ADAMS PROVES TO
BE SCULPOTR AS WELL AS
DESIGNER

After More Appropriations
Colonel Twltchell appears before the
county commissioners this week in

The Mora Gem

'J

"This agreement In no way, howev- PLOT TO FORCE ENTRANCE TO
er, affects any case in which the
GEORGE'S COURT IS DISowner could have peiiormed his obliCOVERED
gations, or any case of legitimate
transfer."
Ixmdon, June 4. An attempt forcib
ly to hold up King George at tonight's
Aguilar Takes Two Towns
court at Buckingham palace is the
Durango, Mexico, June 3. (via El latest conspiracy charged to the suf
Paso. Tex., June 4.) The towns of fragettes.
The Evening Standard,
Tantima and Tantoyuca, in the state which is responsible tor the story, says
of Vera Cruz, have been captured by the police discovered elaborate plans
a force under General Candido Agui- for obtaining access to, the court, inlar, newly named governor of that cluding forged cards of admission,.
state, according to a message received
The alleged plot la credited to Mrs.
Precautions
today by General 'Carran2fJ.'J' General Emmelyne Pankhurst
Aguilar,' whd is in direct communica- have been taken, it Is said, which will
tion with his chief,' naS occupied a make it Impossible to carry out the
large portion of the "country, has es- plan. Police arrangements at the court
tablished civil and military authorities are likely 'to prove Irksome for thr
in office, and has oftwed full guarant- king's guests.' The procession of car
ees! 'for the resumption of commerce riages arriving at the palace will have
' 1r to run the gauntlet of a cordon of plain
and 'Industries.
as clothes detectives and police station
lines
All railroads and telegraph
far south as the northern part of Hi- ed at all approaches. Every carriage
dalgo have been opened to traffic, and wll be held up and every woman will
General Aguilar was given orders to hive to produce credentials. Detec
push the campaign against the feder- tive acquainted with the features of
als to the Bouth with the troopB of the leading militants will scrutinize
General Blanco ami General Natera the moving throng,
S
closing in on GiiadaKiara and Zaca-teca- s
respectively.""
Bladder Irritations, kidney troubles,
In answer to presentations made by dull headaches, weariness, pain in
the United States state department, back and sides, all show the kidneys
General Carranza today ordered that need to be toned up, strengthened,
collectors in the states held by consti- their regular action restored. Foley
tutionalists make no effort to collect Kidney Pills will do it surely and
again the back taxes paid by foreign quickly. They give good health, freecompanies to the Huerta government. dom from pain, a return of appetite
Some collectors had refused to receive ind sound
sleep. Try them: O. G.
payment for current faxes from the Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
companies on the ground that the back
'
Adv.
taxes had been paid to Huerta and not
to the present government, but the
LIVE STOCK SHOW AT PORTLAND
present order insures that the collecsixth
Portland, Ode., June 4.
tors will receive current taxes and
annual live stock show wa1 opened
will make no effort to collect again
at the Union Btock yards in this city
the sums paid Huerta . before the
and will be continued through
states in question came into constitu- today
the remainder of the weela, The ex
tionalist control.
hibition embraces many carloads of
blooded horses, fine cattle,- - sheep and
Don't Lose Sleep Coughing at Night.
swine from all over the northwest.
Take Foley's Honey and Tar ComThe display of light trotters and heavy
It glides down your throat draft horses
pound.
is the best ever seen
and spreads a healing, soothing coat,
here.
ing over the Inflamed tickling surface.
That's Immediate relief. It loosens
JURY DISAGREES
up the tightness in your chest, stops
New York, June 4. After deliber
stuffy wheezy breathing, eases disating for more than 14 hours a su
tressing, racking, tearing coughs. Chil- preme court
jury reported today that
dren love it Refuse any substitutes.
was unable to come- to an agreeit
G.
O.
Schaefer
Contains no opiates.
ment in the matter of the $225,000
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
suit for alleged breach of promise
brought ibyl Misa Mae Sullivan
against Arthur I. Hoe, son of the
PLUMBERS ARE CHARGED late
millionaire .printing press manufacturers.
.

,

the effort to get through an appro
priation from this county for the exposition exhibit, Roosevelt and Curry
being two more counties that have
promised to follow the example of
WITH BREAKING LAW
Grant, Luna, Chaves and Colfax and
the
toward
each
$2,000
,v
appropriate
.
display.
IN RESTRAINT
CONSPIRACY
OF
TRADE IS THE ACCUSATION
OF GRAND JURY

The Pleasure

...

V

Get Rid of Your Rheumatism.
Now is the time to get rid of
rheumatism. You can do It if you
ply Chamberlain's Liniment W. A.
Lockhard, Homer City. N. Y., writes,
"Last spring I suffered from rheumatism with terrible pains in my arms
(Continued from Page One)
and shoulders. I got a bottle of
not support diplomatically any claims Chamberlain's Liniment and the first
to Interests in the oil regions, acquir- application relieved me. By using one
ed directly or Indirectly by their re- oottle of i
twas entirely cured." For
spective nations, since April 20, 1914, sale by alj dealers. Adv.
which in any way were affected by
cancellation or confiscation resulting
from the Inability of the bona fide
owners to meet their contractural or MILITANTS PLAN TO
legal obligations because of military
operations or ,the disturbed political
HOLD UP THE KING
Btate In nad about Tampico and Tux-pa-

AT REBELS

FINE

Santa Fe, June 4. Not only the
common run of visitors at the San
Diego exposition but the world "of
science and art will find fascination
in the wonderful model of ..the .Pecos
Pueblo and mission now being com.
pleted in this city by J. P. Adams,
would.
There are common sense, practical who has proved himself not only an
of the miniature but .a
ways of .checking the drink evtl, and architect
this limiting "of- the Institution of sculptdr of no mean ability in his
treating: limiting It by personal, vol execution of this really astonishing
untary sanction and consent among pieoe of work. For three or four
large bodies or organised men, is .one months he has been indefatigably on
the job until the great model Is apof those ways.
o
proaching the final stage. The model
TO DISCUSS LABOR LEGISLATION is built of (plaster, over a massive timNashville, Tenn., June 4. Local ar ber foundation covered with screen
rangements were concluded today for and this week it had progressed far
the Joint annual convention to be held enough for the artist to apply the coat
next week by the National Association of reddiBh paint which is to reproduce
the "red bed" soil of the site of the
of Iiabor Commissioners and the
ruined pueblo, once one. of the mightAssociation of Factory
Thn satherlne will be at iest of them all. First of all the
tended by, public officials, economists, flandsca'pe la'pefPectly reproduced, ac
"
heads of labor organizations and curate to the fraction of an inch ana
United
the
of
following the careful and repeated surothers from many parts
States and Canada. The convention veys made of the site and the ruins
will assemble Monday and continue .preparatory to building this model
in' ession until Friday. Uniform laws The buildings show the
to govern workshop and factory in- Spanish and postrSpanish influences
com- all in the one community. The two
spection, the operation of the
other
and
pyramidal pueblos included, with their
and
laws,
liability
pensation
legislation relating to labor conditions ten or twelve kivas, their corrals,
will be discussed by the convention; pond, the fortifications and bastions,
watchtowers and what hot have .hunPRESIDENT TO GIVE DIPLOMAS dreds of rooms, every detail being carAnnapolis Md., June 4. Annapolis ried . out with astonishing fidelity.
Is gay with'decoratlons and filled with Leven to the bars on the Inner tiny
the customary large crowd for the windows of the convent adjoining the
"Jiune week" festivities at the Naval great church, the patios, the ladders,
academy!" Today thl Visitors witness- the straV thatch, and iii short every
and
ed infantry drills, flag competitions. smallest Item of construction
or
means
a
adornment.
and
By
strlppled
and
practical
drills,
gun
torpedo
engineering exercises, the program matrix the flat stone construction efconcluding In the afternoon with a fect is perfectly simulated. So caredress parade and presentation of fully have the measurements and the
colors. Tomorrow will be graduation surveys been made at the site of the
day! when the members of the senior ruins that the absolute correctness of
class will receive their diplomas from the restoration is a patter of certainty.
the hands of President Wilson.
The model' Is 16 feet long and six
feet 'wide and when the coloring is
GERMAN STATESMAN COMING
4. Dr.
Hermann finished and mimic grass and brush
Berlin. June
Paasche, first deputy speaker of the attached the Illusion will be well nigh
German imperial parliament, departed perfect. After the exposition it is to
today for the United States. The be returned to the Old Palace here
purpose of the trip is to fulfill a pro- and become ipart of the permanent ex.
fessional mission at the University of hlbit The value to archaeology and
California, where he will deliver a history of the restoring of this ruin
series of political and sociological and preserving it in this striking form
lectures. Dr. Paasche plans to spend is incalculable.
the greater part of the summer on Mr. Adams has begun the frame
the Pacific coast, studying the eco- work for a model on a large scale of
nomic and racial situation in cnat, sec- the famous Maxwell mansion on the
tion.
Cimarron, now extinct, another one
of the landmarks on the old Santa Fe
trail which Is to be featured at the
TO KILL FLIES
exposition;,
One of the simplest of fly
killers is a weak solution of
formaldehyde and water (two
teaspoons to the pint). Place
in saucers throughout the
house. Ten cents' worth will
last all summer. It is
except to Insects,
and much cheaper and better
than prepared "poisons."

TO

JUNE

TO HIT BACK

PUEBLO IS

prin-cllen-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Carrier

THURSDAY,

ANewjMexico Stone
Found in Mora County
We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as

cut ready for mounting.

They range in hardness between the

ml

Topaz and Sapphire.

Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone.

tyfi

Call and See Them at

TAUPERT'S
t
THE HOUSE WIFE'S FRIEND

Moses Best Flour
Better Bread and more loaves per sack.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

;

:

GROSS KELLY & CO, Distributors'
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross closed
firm.
Increasing strength
,characterized the dealings today after
Drug Store. Adv.
the hesitation caused by concerted attacks on special issues had won off.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
4.
Favorable weather Steel made a more definite response
Chicago, June
use.

'

over the entire domestic winter and
spring crop regions put the wheat
market today under mslderable selling pressure. The bears had a further" advantage in the fact that Liverpool quotations showed no response to
yesterday's advance on this side of the
Atlantic. Besides, Oklahoma 'dispatches said that although rust spores were
manifest, no damage had yet" become
to
apparent After opening J'to
to
cent lower, the market Buffered a material additional setback.
The close, although steady was at a
- '
net decline of
to
Corn eased off with wheat and as a
result of cheaper offerings from Argentina. Excellent gtowth conditions
in the United States operated also
against the bulls. Prices which started
to
down, continued to decline.
The close was steady but
1 cent net lower.
to
Sellers formed a majority In the
oats crowd. The chief Influence was
the weakness of other grain.
Shorts covering turned the provision
market upgrade. Higher prices at
the yards furnished the incentive. The
closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, July
Sept. .85.
Corn, May July 68;, Sept 66.
; Oats, July
Sept 37.
Pork. July $20.47; Sept, ?19.97.
Lard, July $10.07; Sept. $10.25.
Ribs, July $11.27; SeDt4$11.35,

to the improved character of trade
news, rising to 61. General buying
sclackened toward the end.
The last sales were as follows:
71
Amalgamated Copper
American Sugar Refg
...107
.'.
Atchison
98
Reading . .... ... . . . '. .'. ..... ;.164
Southern Pacific
; . 93
Union Pacific
155
United States Steel
61
109
United States Steel, pfd.....
.'

.......

'

11.

86;
39;

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, June .4. Hogs, re
ceipts 7,000. Market a shade higher.
Bulk $8.058.20; heavy $8..208.25;
packers and butchers $8.108.22;
HghtiT$S8.15; pigs $7.508.,
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steady to strong. Prime fed steers $8.50
9.10; dressed beef steers $7.508.50;
western steers $7.259; southern
steers $68.25; cows $4.507j.75;
heifers $79; stockers and feeders
$C.407. 90; bulls $67. 25; calves

$6.509.50.

Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market strong.
Lambs $7.259.15; yearlings $6.25
7; wethers $5.506; ewes $4.50
5.25; stockers and feeders $37

TO STOUT PEOPLE
Foley 'Cathartic Tablets are a specially good little" regulator that keeps
your system In 'perfect working order.
foot-eas- e;
No biliousness,, no constipation, no disI The
tress after eating, no greasy taste. A
Antisepttcpowder shaken Into
me shoes ine Muaara KenDes Moines, Ia June 4Indictments stout person who uses them constantI
lor the I eel or a Quarter
edy
eenturv. 30.000 testimonials. Sold
were returned' against 36 officials ly will really feel
NEW"YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
thinning, out and
everywhere, 25c bampie
and members of the National Associa- more comfortable as a result of their
Address, Allen S. Olmsted. Le Roy. N Y.
New York, June 4. The market Tb Man
who
pul the E F In FEET- tion" of Master Plumbers and officials
of the state organizations in Illinois,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Mis- a
souri, Nebraska and Iowa by the fedComfort-Re- af
eral grand jury hre this afternoon.
NSs
The indictments charge conspiracy in
restraint of trade In violation of the
A BOVE all else a Warner's Rust-Proo- f
Corset is comfortable.
law. '
Sherman anti-truOf course, they are fashionable as well, but fashion's lines
It Is specifically alleged that' tae Naare gained by. common-6ens- e
designing not by freakish, extional Association of Master '.Plum
aggerated stunts.
bers has been operating In violation
''.I'M.lll j
of law ever since its organization in
When you see a Warner's it may look like an or -1884.''
'
Jiaary corset when yoii wear it you appreciate how
Those Indicted include W. J. Hil- ,., rr v'tfraordinary ft ts,,lor combining comfort and style.'
liard, Elmhurst, 111.; Frank U. Patter
son, Springfield, 111., and E. Hornbeck,
WE ARE PLEASED TO ASSIST IN YOUR SELECTION
directors of the national association;
SU
John Bixby, Omaha, national state
vice president; George E. Wentz, Lin
coin, Neb., national state vice presi
dent and J, B. Coningham, Omaha,
JUNE WHITE GOODS SALE NOW, IN FULL BLAST
secretary of state association.
COMFORTING

ALLEN'S

Tnuto-iUrf- c

of Eating- -

1

Yes

but far more important is the effect of food on body and

brain.

Comfort

'

Grape Miits.

-

is cot only a delightfully appetizing food, but Is remurkably rich
'
"'"'
In nutritive values. .
retains all the
Made from whole wheat and barley, Grape-Nut-s
.salts
mineral
nutrition of these grains, including the
phosphate
of potash, etc. so necessary for growth and repair of the delicate brain and nerve tissues, but which are so often lacking in
, '
ordinary food.
;

.

d

"

"There's a Reason"
r

j

Qrocerg everywhere.

.

1

..

a'"

along with other food helps wonderdietaryi

s

i

-

...

'i

Ready to eat from the package, with cream or milk and
.
sprinkle of sugar

...

eind up

.

.

A ration of Grape-Nutfully to iprovide a

(7

st

-

.

ASSOCIATION
STATE POULTRY
Albuquerque, June 4. A state poultry association, composed of all the
organizations of poultrymen In New
Mexico, is being planned by the Al
buquerque Poultry association At a
meeting in the Commercial club ar
rangements are to be started for a
banquet at which the association
movement is to be formally launched
The show committee will report at

ONE FOURTH OFF ALL HNDERMUSLINS
--

See the Specials We Offer in Long Cloth, India Linon, Persian Lavn & Nainsooks

OPPOSITE

THE'

J3TORC Or QUALITY'

CASTANEDA

I

It ft

.11

HOTEL

E. Las Vegas,.

N.Mf

,

,

LAS VEGA3 DAILY OPTIC,

CENTENARY

MOPS

O CEDAR

PERSONALS
busi-

r

.

Harry Maurice of Sapeifo aa . a
business visitor hero today.
P. L. Dawson of Trinidad waa a
business visitor In the city today.
Li. Y. Stonaker of Albuquerque was
a business visitor in the city today.
J. A. Miller came i last night
from Santa Fe for a short business

visit
C. U. Strong of Mora came In tjiis

morning for a few

days'

business-visi-

JOHNSON

Natives of India Honored Memory of
MiMlonary Who Taught Their
Ancestors. '

AND POLISH
J. M. Wiley of Trinidad was a
ness visitor here today.

OF GREAT EVENT

THURSDAY,

TO

JUNE 4,

1914.

FiVf )

BE

PEOPLES BANK

TR.UST CO.

(EL

PAID IN CAPITAL, $114,220.00

WINNER OVER

'

Few events grip the heart and Interest of man sufficiently to command,
after 100 years, an International, or
even national, recognition. In purely
O CEDAR MOPS
secular circles the fact that Adoniram
Judson landed on Indian shores 100
JOE JEANNETTE SAYS. THE CHAM
years ago may excite little interest
, With a Bottle of
PION NEVER WAS IN BETbut l- - the Christian world it was an
TER SHAPE
event second to but few in the history
Polish for
"
of the Christian church.
$1.50
At the opening service more than
Joe Jeannette is positive that Jacl
3,000 native Christiana filled to over Johnson, even if he enters
Mops also made in
the ring oi
flowing the two largest audience rooms
H 8lzeA;. rvi
will
crutches,
slaughter
Frank
Mora)
in Rangoon, while hundreds were turnsize'.- -. 25c
and stop htm inside a few- round.
Polish,
ed away for want of room.
Polish,
size60c
The second session was given to when they meet for the world's cham
Polish, quart cans.$1.00
reminiscences of Judson by those who pionship in Paris on June 27. Joe i
had seen him. It was notable that of the kind of a fellow who speaka hi
Polish,
gal, cans $1.50
the five living missionaries jho had mind. He has no use for the Pitts
Polish, 1 gal. cans.$2.50
seen Judson all were women. These
Above prices are the same at
lfeavywelght, notwithstanding
were followed by a simultaneous pray- burgh
sold back In New York City
Moran Is hla tablemate, writes "Left
er service, it having been arranged
that at the same hour in America and Jab" in the New York Evening Mail.
The "old master" said recently that
all Baptist mission fields they should
THE ROSENTHAL
unite
with
would please him better than
the
centennial
nothing
great
gatherCompany
in
simultaneous
to
see
ing
Moran
prayer.
annihilated. It is a rare
M.
Y.
C. A,
Opposite
The music of the entire celebration occurrence when you can't
Also Headquarters for Liquid
get Joe's
was In charge of two choirs, a Burman
but the mere mention of Moran's
Veneer
and a Karen, which rendered the most goat,
difficult English anthems, quartets and name in our little family pow-wosolos, to the great delight and admira- riled the big fellow so that he wished
he was scheduled to take a crack at
tion of all present
E. C. Creighton, represientative of
After three days at Rangoon the him instead of Johnson.
the Missouri Bridge and Iron com- scene of the celebration was trans
I found Jeannette at his West Ho- pany, came in this afternoon from ferred to Moulmein for two days, and boken home. Ha got home
recently
Denver for a short business visit hi then to Mandalay and other places of after an absence of seven months in
at
Basseln on Decem
Don P. Johnston, supervisor of the Interest, closing
Paris and London getting together a
ber 30. Christian Herald.
Pecos forest reserve, came in last
healthy bankroll.
Nq one wiU benight from Santa Fe for a few days' TOO MUCH FOR HER PATIENCE grudge Joe the kale. Ha was always
business visit in this city and at the
one of the gqnieat, squares and hard
Gallinas planting station.
Daughter Was Used to Stranger est working fighters tn the ring. OutJoseph Danzlger left this afternoon
side the ring he la a clean, moral,
Bothering Her Mother, But Here
for Roswell, where he will attend the
She Drew the Line.
sober man, with a pretty home,, two
Jaffa-Jaff- a
wedding, which will occur
floe-- children, Joey, Jr., seven,,, ,and
three1
Veteran
of
'suffragette pa
there next week. Mrs. Danziger leti
and as many D.iA.1 R. campaigns haby Agnes, five, and an excellent
for Roswell some time ago, and will rades
as she was, she completely lost her wife who Is proud of her husband and
return with her husband.
poise In an upper Broadway street children. Also, Joe has an auto.
Mrs. C- - Garrard, accompanied by car, recites the New York Times. A
"This, my fourth trip across the big
her grandson, Daniel Crockett, came
woman of at least forty waters, was the most enjoyable," be.
in this afternoon from Roswell, where summers and a two-slskirt, left her gan Jeannette. "As you already know
Daniel Crockett
attending seat on the opposite side of the car I engaged in six battles and won all
n
the New Mexico Military Institute and took that directly in front of the but that close decision Sam Langford
veteran and her mother.
and will remain nere for the summer. young
"Pardon me," began the newcomer, got I received decisions over CarDr. and Mrs. Fank H. H. Roberts
addressing the elder of the two, "I'm pentter, Alf Langford and Kid Jackson
left last night on Santa Fe train No. in trouble about my canary bird. He in Paris, and trimmed easily Con Bell
4 for Denver, Colo., where Dr. Roberts
doesn't sing, mopes on his perch, and of Australia, and Andrew Johnson at
will receive a degree of LLl. D. from has completely lost his appetite. You London.
the University of Denver. Mrs. Rob- look so like a woman who solves her
"Carpentler is a tough kid, and you
own household problems that I have
erts will go to Laramie, Wyo., for a taken the
to ask you about one can quote me as saying that he can
liberty
visit with friends and relatives, while of mine. What shall I do for my ca beat fellows like Gctiboat Smith and
Dr. "Roberts will return to this city nary?"
.oi of the white hopes around It
within a short time.
"Take him to a bird doctor," snapped orkt. Some
people In Paris say C$
O, L. Gregory returned last night the daughter.
serve in the army, ai
must
ntier
Mother and questioner alike gasped
from a few weeks' trilp in Colorado,
hers claim that It will be fixed t
in
astonishment.
Nebraska ,. and . Iowa. Mr. Gregory
m to duck army service and rems
"I don't seriously object when
stated this morning that the wheat strange women
the prize ring;, I don't know hi
ask my mother's adcrop, in Kansas will extfeed any former vice as to what they should buy while
ue the latter statement is.
record.. . .The wheat is well headed and she is trying to do her own shopping,"
v.
.T)f course vVO) know that
will, be ready for harvesting within a continued the younger woman, "where Johnson is a French
and
now,
subject
short time. Mr. Gregory stated that to And a good dentist, how to make a the
in
that
is
that
country
ruling
the Kansas farmers are having con harem skirt out of an old sealskin every man under 35
years of age
or the best way to make bread.
siderable trouble in finding men to Jacket
must enroll. Well, Jack just celebrat
She is bo matronly and
harvest the crop.
But I draw the line at trying to make ed his thirty-sixt- h
birthday, so they
a bird doctor out of her."
can't make him do military duty.
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
They're pretty strict about it When
If a Naturalist Painted.
Remember how pry and active you
he entera the ring with Moran he will
If I were to paint the short days ol
were before you had rheumatism,
Ice- wear the French colors on his belt.
bockache, swollen, aching joints and winter I should paint two towering
Is he coming mack to America? Search
each
other
like
bergs
approaching
stiff, painful mitscles? Want to feel
for morning and eve- me."
promontories,
take
that way again? You can just
ning, with cavernous recesses, and a
"They say on the other side that
Foley Kidney Pills. For they quickly solitary traveler wrapping his cloak Moran stands an awfully good chance
clear the blood,i(of the poisons that about him and bent forward against of
beating Johnson. What's your opin
cause your pain misery and torment the driving storm, just entering the ion?" I
asked, and it was like touchwould
narrow
I
the
pass.
paint
light
ing rheumatism. O. G. Schaefer and
to the fuse. Joe blew
match
a
ing
of a taper at midday, seen through s
Red Cross Drug Store. dAv.
cottage window, half buried in snow right up, and cut loose thu:
In the foreground should
and frost
"That lungrateful cuss?, He'll lick
appear the harvest, and far in the Johnson no more than my tittle Joe.
background, through the pass, should I'm though with him. If he can't
be seen the sowers in the fields and
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
other evidences of spring. On the appreciate a good thing he ought to
He low and keep his mouth shut But
right "and left of the approaching icebergs the heavens) should b shaded no, he wants to tell the world what a
off from the light of midday to mid- great fighter he Is, whereas if it had
National League
L.
Pet night with Us stars,, the sun being low not been for the untiring worte of lit
W.
.639 In the sky. Henry David Thoreau.
13
23
tle Danny McKietrick, as fine a fellow
New York
.605
as ever lived,; you would never have
17
26
Cincinnati .
Sheffield Cutlery Lag.
.553
17
21
Sheffield is famed throughout the heardi of him,
Pittsburgh..
22
.188
21
"I saw Johnson, at, Wonderland on
.
for its cutlery, but this Is no
world
Chicago
.486 longer the city's chief or even second- May 6, the day I left for home, and
19
18
Brooklyn .
21
24vm.;467 ary industryt In the finest clasa of he looks great He told me he weighs
St. Louis
20
.459 cutlery Sheffield probably still excels, about 240 pounds, 25 more than he
17
Philadelphia
but good scissors from Germany are scaled when he knocked out Jeffries.
M"""
".297
.
.....11
Boston
now sold In the English town for less
in the best
money than the grinding of the com- But, believe me, he'll be
American League
peting article alone costs in Sheffield. of shape when he battlea Moran and
L.
Pet. The leading cutlery firm, doing a I'll miss my guess If he doesn't knocfc
W.
.625 world export trade, operates without him out in jig time. .Moran doesn't fit
15
25
Philadelphia . :
.619 the use of a telephone, and another, with him."
16
.
.......26
Washington
.581 of equal fame, occupies quarters of
18
25
Jeannette learned of differences beDetroit
the most primitive character. It is tween iMcKetrick and Moran when he
.523
19
21
St. Louis
in the production of armaments and
'
.463
no time In tell
22
19
Boston
ship x material that Sheffield now wad in Iondoiu He lost
.425 stands to the fore.
23
17
New York
ing McKetrlck what, means to pursue
westerner.
Al pntM V"
r25
to tame the
18
v.
Chicago .
New Zealand Wireless.
26 ' .350 .....
"I don't blame McKetrick for asking
-- 14
Cleveland .
Two nigh power wireless stations at Moran to
sign a icon tract with him,"
Awiihul.'in the extreme-nortof New
continued. "Ever since the
Federal League
Jeannette
Zealand, and at Awarua, in the exL.
W.
Pet treme south, have just been opened match was talked of Moran has gone
.600 for, business.
21
14
Baltimore
Tests made have indi- clean nutty. What did he ever lick to
18
'.538 cated that messages may be sent and deserve a swelled head? He c&ight
;.21
Chicago
.528 received at Awanul and Awarua over the tottering Al Palzer when be was
19
17
Buffalo .
16
.515 a distance of several thousand miles. ready to fall and managed to stup
Brooklyn , ..........17
There are now six wireless stations
22
Louls"'?.'i
19
In his record are there
.463
3t
under the control of the dominion, him. Where
18
.462
.
1
while? None.
worth
victories
Pittsburgh
comprising those at Chatham Is- any
16
19
.457 lands, Awarua, Awanul,
McKetrick knew
Is
boy.
foolish
a
Indianapolis " .
Wellington,
23
.439 Auckland postoffice, and Auckland ex- something was up when Moran quit
Kansas City .
J.8
i Mm in Paris and cams oere, and he
hibition,
I
Western League
made up hi8 mind that he "was not goCommercial Candor.
L.
the $1,000 that he paid out
W.
Pet.
"I assure you, madam, these kitch- ing to lose
Denver-- ' s
for Moran's living on the
....... 25 15 .625 en knlvea represent
in
expenses
the greatest value
16
.619 ever offered at the
when he waa loafins ani
Sioux City ...........26
side,
other
price."
'
.685
17
St; Joseph 1.........24
They certainly look nice and setn doing nothing. You've got to spa"
19
.525 very cheap.
21
The only question is
Dea Moines
a boy like Moraa to keep him in line.
22
.500 will they cut?"
22
Lincoln , V.
"I've been with , McKetrick for six
"Ah, madam, if you ask me that
.462
21
18
Omaha . .
and we never had words. When
years
I'm bound to say that they will not
.386
27
17
Wichita .
he
took me to the other side the first
but that is their one fault"
13
.310
29
Topeka V .
time he had me sign a contract for
7

'fa
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Since its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted its effort! to the upblidlng of
a safe and conservative banking institution.
f
.
irJ
Its constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that its efforts are appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, bat there is ample space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service in all lines. Ask the man, woman; Qrm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY,
l
J2J-iiXi-

Make This Bank Your Bank.
We Pas 2

A

a

Ji

Cordial Welcome o All Visitors
' We

on Checking Accounts

.

M

;

fay 4

on Time and Saving Accounts

z.

12-o-

Robert Johnson of Dallas, Texas,

came in last night for a short
ness visit

busi-

A. W. Wiest of Wagon Mound came
In yesterday evening for a brief business visit.
R. P. Robinson of Wagon Mound
came In Inst night for a few days'
business visit
Mrs. Claude Wensell of Wagon
Mound is in Las Vegas as the guest of
'friends for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Breese of Santa
Fe came In last night and will be visitors here for some time.
D. Cassldy of Cleveland oame in yesterday evening and will be a visitor
In this city for several days,
ML, N. Pirkey. and Mr. and Mrs. H.
C. Viles of Holman, N. M., came In
last night for a several days' visit.
J. W. Bowden, representative for
the Colsen Fruit company, was a business visitor here today from Raton.
Dr. and! Mrs. A. E. Northwood of
W&gon TtiOrtmd came in yesterday
evening for a short stay In the city.
A. J. Loomls of Santa Fe arrived
in Las Vegas "last night and will be
a business visitor here for a short
time.
J. A. Conley of Raton was a business visitor here today. He is master
mechanic for this division of the Santa Fe railway.
Mrs. G. E. Rosenwuid Has as her
guest this week Mrs. Herman Stern
f Kansas City, who arrived in Las
Vegas Monday.
',.,.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hurt and family
returned last night from Santa Fe.
where they have resided for some
time. Mr. Hurt is a Santa Fe conductor, running between Santa Fe and
Lamy.
Mrs. Frederick Kruse and son, Hor
ace Kruse, came in last night from
Santa Fe, where they have been on
a short trip, and will spend a short
time, .here before leaving for, their
home in Denver.
Mrs. Frank Plunkett, daughter of
Mrs. M. J. Woods, arrived In Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon- - and will
visit her mother for the next few
Mrs. Plunkett
resides in
months).
Fort William, Ontario.

4
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First in
Firtt In Quality
First in Result
Firtt in Parity
Firtt in Economy
and for these reasons

Calumet Baking

Powder is first in the
hearts of the millions
of housewives who
use it and know it.
RECEIVED

HIGHEST AWARDS

WoiM' Para foti KipwHiw,
Cbicura, Illix.
Firia Eipwitka, Fraaa, Harck.
1912.
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A BEAUTIFULJLa France Blue Underflow 42 Piece Dinner Setgiven
for coupons. One coupon will be found in each carton of Crystal But- ter. The completerset will be delivered to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash.gThese dishes are guaranteed by one 'ofj the oldest and largest
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.
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Crystal Creamery Co.
six months because he didn't know
me. Three days out on tne ship he
came to me and said : 'Joe, see this
contract?
piece of paper, a
Well, here she goes,' and Dan tore It
up and threw it overboard."
"Do you know that Moran tried
three or four times to double cross me
in exhibition tours?. After he whip
ped Palzer Dan iut us on the stage,
and remember well how he attempt
ed to beat me up on the stage. But
I didn't let him get
away with it
During our week's stay in Boston I
had. to lay off one Friday night because I had to box Sam Langford in
the Garden the next night. I went
through a tough battle and returned
to stage work the next night.
"Well, you should have seen Moran
pile into me, when I told him my arms
were in bad shape. I got onto him
and made up my mind to give him a
good thrashing, even if I had to lose
my hands for good. And, believe me,
he got a licking he didn't forget for a
little time. That's the only way to
handle fellows like that. I could go
on and recount thousands and thousands of other little things about this
ingrate, but what's the use?"
Before Jennette quit Paris Johnson
asked to have eight ipaira of American
shoesi sent to him. Joe is going to
send them, even if he has to charter
a special ship.
"To show how I stand with the
French people, tbe promoters of the
tight In which I beat Sam McVey
gave me a handsome medal and a
countess presented,, me with a fin
wrist watch, but was ashamed j.to
wear it and my wife owns it now."
.

WILL FIGHT AGAIN
Milwaukee, June 4. It was definite
ly announced here today that Willie
Ritchie, champion, and Charley White,
would meet here again in a
bout Labor Day. When White and
Ritchie met here a week ago the champion was badly battered, being beaten
in eight of the, ten. rounds. Ritchie asserted after the bout that he had un
derestimated hia opponent and had not
trained for the engagement.
For the Labor Day engagement it is
said that Ritchie will receive all that
is coming to a champion in a financial
way and notwithstanding the fact that
White was the victor a week ago he
must be contest with the "leavings."
Ritchle.lt Is said, wtll rcelve a guarantee of 112,000 with the privilege of
40 ner cent of the gross receipts. No
forfeits have been posted, but the pro
moters, are certain of the match, lor
the champion is eager to reverse the
newspaper decision of, a week and
White is equally confident that he
can do just as well, If not better, the
next time.
Subscribe for The Optic.

R.H.B.

At Pittsburgh
Buffalo

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

-

Pittsburgh
Batteries:

3 6
5 11

r

3

i

and Blair;

Anderson
Camnitz and Berry.
National League

At Pittsburgh

;

9

Pittsburgh
Batteries:

R, H. E.

At SL Louis

R.H.E.

;.J.1..6 11
.5
Humphries, Cheney and

Chicago

4

St, Louis

3

Indianapolis

.

-

6

4

9 12

&

6

.

,

Batteries: Kaiserling, Moseley and
Archer; Harmon, Kantlehner, O'Toole Rariden; Keupper, Brown, Groom
Crandall and Simon.
and Gibson, Kafora. '
.

It. If.

At Brooklyn
R. H. E
,
3 9 1 Baltimore

At Brooklyn
Boston
Brooklyn -

--

6 12

Rudulph, Strand
Gowdy; Rucker and Miller.

Batteries:

Brooklyn

4

1

Batteries: Wtlhelm, Conley, Yount

and

and Russell; Lafitte and Land.

"

,

1

Batteries: Sallee and Wingo; Row Denver
Batteries:
and Crisp:
'

an, Adamsi and Clark, Gonzales.
'

At Philadelphia
New York

3.

3

Western League
R. H. 0.
.:
6 10 1 t' At Denver
2 6 1 Sioux City

At Cincinnati

St Louis
Cincinnati

9
10 11
-- 4

-L

R.H.ES.
5 10 7
11 IS 0
Doyle, Luhrsen, Kline
Harrington. King and
f

R. H. E. Spahr.

-

3

7

2
0

t
At Topeka
12
Philadelphia 6 1
8
Batberies: Demaree, Schauer, Schup Topeka
10 19
and Meyers, McLean; Alexander and Omaha
Batteries: G. Clarke, O. Clarke,
Killlfer.
Brown and McAllister; Tipple, Willis
and Crosby.
American League
R. H. E.
At Boston
At Lincoln
tnjs
10 18 0
Philadelphia 8 1
-- .3
Z1 6 1 Lincoln
Bostson
4 1
..2
Moines
Dee
and Schang;
Batteries:
WTyckoff
and
Ehman
Batteries:
Meyer; La-Collins, Cooper and Thomas, Cady.
and
Shaw.
koff,
Lafferty
R. H. E.
Second game
7 14 1
Philadelphia R.H.E.
At Wichita
y.
5 12 4
Boston
8 13 4
St
Joseph
BeBatteries: Shaw key and Lapp;
3 6 3
Wichitai
dlent,.Coumbe and Cady, Carrigan.
Batteries: Pursell and Griffiths
and Graham.
Vaught
R.HLE.
York
At New

-

Washington
New York

-

2
0

:

6

0
0

Batteries: Shaw and Hesry; Cald
well and Nnnamaken
'.
B H. E,
Second game
5 12 1
-Washington
3 5 3
New York
Batteries: Engel, Ayers and A. Wif
liams; Keating and Gossett
At Detroit- St. Louis
Detroit -

R. H. E.
7 9 3

.J:L.:.

1

1

Weilman and Agnew,
Crossin, Covaleskl, Reynolds, Boehl-ln- g
and stanage.

Batteries:

R.H.B.
At Chicago
'
6 11 1
Cleveland - i
2 4 1
-- Chicago.
Batteries: James, Steen and O'Neill.
Carisch; Cicotte and Schalk.
Federal Lesgue
At Kansas City
Chicago

Kansas City
Hendrix and
Batteries:
Packard and Ensenroth.
1

-

K. 11. E.
o 13
2

E.

G

TODAY'S BASEBALL

American League
Cleveland at Chicago.
,

3!

St Louts.at Detroit

Washington a .'tfew' York.
Philadelphia, at .Boston.
National League
at Pittsburgh.
St
Boston, at Brooklyn.
New York at Philadelphia.
Louie

Federal League
Chicago at Kansas City.
Indianapolis at St Louis.
Baltimore at Pittsburgh,
Buffalo at Brooklyn.
Western League
Lincoln at Sioux City.
St. Joseph at Topeka.
Dm Moines at Wichita.
Omaha at Denvec

;

4

2

Wilson;
Subscribe for

Tie
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THX BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

1

WOT

K
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every Monday algal
A. M. Regular comR. C. ball, on Donglaa aveasc
munication first and
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members arc eft
J. C. Werta, Pre
each month. Visiting dia'.ly welcome.
b.trthers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; IL ft
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

CHAPMAN

II

COLUMN
'

sArTV

Jl

i
TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER

RATES

TISEMENTS

I

Job Work
The Optic Office

o
o
o

It Will Be
Done Quickly and
Rightly

O
O

o

e

l;.3Qkdar

V

kAMirTVu

Win.

RIGHT

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

Gentle jpony.

t

$35.00.

B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
FIR SALE About 10 tons of extra
quality oat straw. Hi, S. Maurice, month Elks" home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Sapello.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
PURE BRED barred Plymouth Rock er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
baby chicks, 10c each. Hatching Secretary,
Smart A woman would rather talk
dates June 8, 15, 23. Mrs. C. N.
than listen.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
Bailey, Lyndon, Kansas.
Wise That depends.
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
Smart Depends on what?
O. R. C hall, Douglas avenue, on the
man
is
a
not
or
Whether
Wise
first and third Tuesdays of each
making her a proposal.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. FreeFOR RENT Furnished room with or
NO, INDEED!
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
without board; ladies preferred. 708
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Main street.
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
PIANO for rent.
Inquire 417 Eighth. Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln.

o. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W, hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Lhn Secretary.
L.
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD
S ILVER

JONES-BOWEA-

13
A.

R.

S

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Dal vary
1,000 lbs, to 2,006 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lb., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 201 Iba Each Delivery
Less than 51 lbs. Each Delivery

& HUNKER

PENITENTIARY

Bids for furnishing six months' supplies to the State Penitentiary will be
received" until 9 o'clock a. m. .Monday,
June 8th, 1914.
Supplies consist of groceries, dry
goods, meats, leather, coal, etc.
A list of supplies, with conditions
and blank proposal, will be furnished
on application to the superintendent.
JOHN B. McMANUS, Supt
He Wouldn't it be nice to be map By order of the Board of Penitentiary
ried and have some one to share youi
Commissioners, May 12th, 1914.
troubles with?
30-doublet
She Yes: but mania
your troubles.
EubscriDe lor TM upne.
8

ALL GROCERS
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per 1M Iks.
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Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors e! Katmral Ice, the Pultl
Lastlnc Qualities el Which Have Made Las Yeiaa yimoma,
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

B.

t&

ANT Ads

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
East Las Veeas. New Mexico
FOR

can be ob
tained in this city from

AGUA PURA COMPANY

New Men

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

BIDS

EMPRESS

RETAIL PRICES

LEWIS
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
"Now!
I'm afraid I've gotter take Office Hours 9 to 12 a. mv 1 to 5
p. m.
a nickel out of my bank an' buy mamMain 3S4 '
Residence
Phone
ma another bottle of ink!"
IN CARTLOADS

FRENCH.
HREY (STERLING) FINISH

CO

Years Practical Experience.
W W. BOWERB
JONES
HUNKER

JT

i

Montague, Local Deputy. Ylsltini
members are especially weleone and
cordially Invited.

Charges Moderate
MISS SPENCER
Pioneer building. Visiting members
v
Railroad Avenue, East Las Vegas are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

621

way when you
learn how Much

BetferEMPRESS
FLOUR recZj is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

KNIGHT8
OP COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
earth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,

DRESSMAKING

giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do any

I

Meet in the Forest of Brotherly

DR. ADELAIDE

PHONE MAIN 2

z

Wanted

Las Vegas,

Co

It's

I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. S41
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Taos
day of the month In the vestry rooms
uf Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
SALESMEN
Two young men who GreenclaT. Secretary.
can speak Spanish and English, Ap
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ply Room 40 Hotel La Pension.

Profeiional Health Culture for Ladles
"Did you kill anything?"
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
"Sure, I got seven bears and a
You General Massage, Hair and Scalp
couple of mooses over there.
didn't expect me to carry em wit;
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manl-- .
me, did you?"
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
THE LAW
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

.

EMPRESS
FLOUR

Round gold pin set with
pearls. Return to Mrs. S. B. Davis,

'

f.

8:41 a. at,
4:38 f.
7:88 f.

This elegant Rogers'
ddS. Silver Spoon
-i- f you use

LOST

- -

Desarl
1:SS

For YOU!

t

Lost

Deaart
7:45
at
11:51 p. u
2:30 a.
. at.
2:0

r.

For Rent

Attorncy-at-La-

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

,

East Bound
Arrive
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7: SO a. m. P. No, I.... 7:20 p. m
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; F. O No.
4, ...11:54 p. m
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m
7 iJlood, Secretary.
1:35 p. m
No. IS.
West Bound
O. O. r. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
4. Meets every Monday
Arrive
evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
brethren cordially Invited to attend, No. I..,. 6:35 a. m
J. FHedenstlne. N. Qi A. T. Rogers. No. 7.... 4:20 p. m....,
V. O.: T. M. Elwood. Secretary: Karl No. I.... 1:35 p. m....
Wertz, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcock,
Cemetery Trustee.

For Sale
FOR SALE
Powers.

LOCAL TIME CABO

ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regmlar con
vocation first Monday In

George A. HunKer. Chester A Hanket

oo
o

'

without regard to number of words. corder.
Hubby Why, she read that there
are 3,000 pieces of crockery broken Cash In advlnca preferred.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
every voyage.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Pub
Optic

E. Meets first and third Vast
day evenings each month at Weo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

. O.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t.
Five cents par line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg
Hubby Yes; Mary Ellen says she 1b Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
conclave
on
an
as
cook
No ad to occupy less spacs than two
dying to get a position
tar In each menth at Ma-ocean liner.
All advertisements
lines
charged
sonlo
Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
surprise) Gracious! will bs booked at spacs actually set
(In
Wifey
EL C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
M.
head?
smith,
her
in
Whatever put that

CD

To

--

Petten, Secretary,
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neglecting to subscribe for the Optic NOW IS THE TlflE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SIX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. AH the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
while the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL

ARE COOL.

The Optic for
Istbor
saving-convenien-

ce

whole yeaj aund this
is only

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

c oU
11

I

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
I

o
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IIQHT

LASVE6A3

DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

FIRST OF THE SEASON

-

Brtd

Fresh Fruits and

-

St

TONIGHT

PERI L

"The widow's Inveitmenf
American two-ree- l
feature.

CANTALOUPES

g

"The Strategy of Conductor

DOING GOOD

Arriving Daily

IRK

The Best on the Market

Thanhauser

DISTRICT ATTORNEY

Minimum mm .h..h--

COUNTRY BUTTER
30c Per Pound

25c Per Pound

The weather is getting warm
now. Why not' avoid that hot
stuffy kitchen this summer by
letting our bakery do the work.

LOCAL NEWS
at

7:39

Old .Taylor WhUkey and Sherwiood
ye at the, Opera Bar. Adv.
The Baptist Ladies' Aid society will
hold a bake sale, Saturday June 13th
Aav.
i

8TG1EUJS' 8T0E2

For Sale 418 Lyon and Healy
banjo and case, practically new. Cheap.

ieo.

A. Fleming1, Main 40.

V

Finch's Golden Welding Rye, aged
Iitraet from hd Hame,-jyou. At fhe Lobby, of course. Ait.
in Wood.

Do You Need

a Hijjli Grade

1

We have an elegant fumed oak dining se't consisting of a 60 inch
dining table, 21x57 Inch buffet, serving table, 8 box seat chairs,
upholstered in genuine Spanish leather. This lb genuine quartered oak finished in the new light fumed finish. While this suite

has been used for a short time it t In perfect condition and
cannot be distinguished from a new1 set" We also have fine
rockers upholstered In goat skin, Fpldjng .Screens, Gunn Sectional Cases, etc. Come In look them over, get our prices. They
are real values.
v V'

Pae Sample Furniture Co.
'

, ...

507 6th St

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other '
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other is fully
equal to it Order a sack

J

E6e Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President S
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
& B. Davis, Vice President"
Hallct Reynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

8ii

r i.

.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OP LAS VEGAS, N. M.

'

'

-

,,Jobn Pankrata of Cherryvale has
applied .at the court house for $1 as
.bou.dty,pqniaiMyote killed by him

near

''

htB. hotne.Vi

'

Nick Hilgers, the
loaded two care of
Kelly and Company
is about the finest
city.
j

ATTEND

COMMENCEMENT

District Attorney ' Charles W. G.
Ward nd O. A Larrazolo gave ad
dressee- - to the graduates of the Mora
public school Tuesday afternoon, and
yesterday morning diplomas were pre
It will save time, money and
sented to the four girls and two boys
who have completed the work of the
worry and you get QUALITY
to EVERYTHING.
eighth grade. County Superintendent
Madrid made the presentation ad
',(
drees.
Mr. Ward said this morning that
the Mora schools, which are taught
by the Sisters of Loretto, are doing
excellent work, in every particular as
good as that done by amy of the small
schools of the state and In many in
GROCER & BAKER
stances a great deal better. The com
mencement exercises were held on an
outdoor etage and were beautiful and
impressive.
'Jq' About 100 taxpayers called ott the
THE CLASS PLAY WILL Mora coUnty commissioners, who are
acting as a board of 'equalization, audi
'
DE GIVEN ONCE MORE had their' Grievances 'settledi T1
total assessed vtlMtiSA Vf Mora coun
ty this year wlllTeach something like

JJ.

YORK

':

i

-

The regular meeting of the Royal
Neighbors of America- - will be held to
morrow night .at 8 o'clock at the O.
R. C. hall. All niembt-Tare requested
to be present.
s

"The Widow's Investment," in two
reels, featuring Sydney Ayres and Vi
vian Rich. Also "The Strategy of
Conductor No. 7S6," at the Mutual
theater tonight, Old 'town 'Adv.
E. C. de Baca, District Attorney
Charles W. G. Ward and Bias Sanchez
of Wagon Mound will give temperance

evening
urge the
for Watlaw.

$e Duncan opera house, "A BfcHeWs have lbeeWclnumieirous rains, which
Romance," the play of the class of 1914 lMTO madel tfi''flelds produce lavishly
of the New Mexico Normal University The acreag'Tlevoted to crops is ma
will be produced a second time for the terially larger than that of any form
benefit of those who were unable to er year. Many farmers are building
witness the production last month. Al graneries and new barns to care for
though two members of the original their products.
A good word for the road commis
cast have left the city the play un
sions
of Mora and San Miguel counties
will
to
be
former
the
doubtedly
equal
appearance Or even better. The pro was spoken by Mr. Ward. He said
duction is to be staged again by re the highway to Mora is in splendid
condition and that the men hired to
quest of a large number of people.
On account of necessary expense, beep it in repair are doin good work.
royalty and hall rent, the regular ad After each rain they drag the high
mission fee for class plays will be way, putting it in good shape for
travel within a few hours after the
charged for this performance.
Last year the Commercial club' paid downpour.
all expenses and the second production of the class play was in honor of
the summer school students. This pol TARRYTOWN
PREPARES
icy will not be carried out this year
but the attendance at the play un
TO WELCOME I. W. W.
doubtedly will be large. The Normal
plans another entertainment for the
summer school folk late in the year.
ATTEMPT TO START A DtMON- -

At its regular meeting yesterday
evening the board of trustees of the
town of Las Vegas authorized Ihe
completion of a partially built bridge
across the arroyo on New Mexico aveFINES ARE REMITTED
nue. This bridge was begun some
Washington, June 4. The senate
time ago, but was not completed.
passed a Joint resolution remitting
penalties imposed by the income tax
The dance that is to be given to- for failure to make
required returns
morrow night at the Fraternal Brothby March 1, last, extended the legal
erhood hall by the Tres Moutarde
the returns until
period for
Dansant promises to he one of the June 1 andmaking
nrovlded for the remit
most enjoyable social events' of the
ting or nnes already paid. It now
week. A large attendance is expect
goes to the house.
ed. The affair will begin at 9 o'clock.
'

STRATION WILL RESULT
TRIP TO JAIL

.IT
i

JUL

,

tntsrcmf

At

j

PsMHbn Tlisso

I

of service

Tarrytown, N. Y., June 4. In anti
cipation of the arrival here some time
before Saturday of an army of several
hundred members of the Industrial
Workers of the World to follow an an
nounced plan to hold a public demon
stration against the arrest of 13 of
their number last week, Sheriff Doyle
today assigned deputies to sentry duty
on all the principal roads leading into
Tarrytown.
At the first appearance of a large
number of suspected demonstrators
the sentry is instructed to notify the
Tarrytown police that they may be
prepared to maintain peace when the
band reaches the village. While Ber- kan and his followers were at White
Plains four young women scattered
handWlto ln JTarrytown denouncing
John D. Rockefeller, Ji. for his atti
tude towards the Colorado miners, and
the village president, Frank R. Pier- son for attempting
to curb free
speech and prevent the holdto of

The lawn fete that was to have ROME RULE BILL
SUITS
been given next Monday evening at
the home of Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Shaw
by the Ladies' guild of St. Paul's Me PBIUPPINEJESIDENTS
morial church has been posstponed for
a ehort time. Future announcement
will be made as to when the party is COMMISSIONER LIKES THE MEAS
URE THAT HAS BEEN HAND-Eto occur.
THE PRESIDENT
The board of regents of the New
Washington, June 4. General ap
Mexico Normal University has authof the Philippine homer-lrul- e
proval
orized the purchase of the set of
bill submitted to President Wilson bv
gifts'; necessary for the Installation
Chairman Jones of the house Insular
of the Montessorl method of teaching.
Under the direction of Miss Watt of affairs committer .nm given today by
the Normal faculty, the Montessorl Manuel. L. Quaqqt resident Philippine
commtesioBer-wfcpaUBdv.n the fiiiMU niJ
system will be used in the training
school for the observation of the teach president to discuss the subject He
said
'
while the, bill did not. give
HARVEY'S !f&' fcpEN
ersattendinr ther.summer school. The all that the
that
34th
trl'
he
wanted
season
Filipinos
of
thin
is
the
system
latest innovation In the
fnm, uivuu- thought it was the heat that ooiilrt tain resort Carriage out vwj
erer &.t.
teaching of young hoys and girls.
be obtained, a.t present, and said that' unlay
morning, returning fniinmino
it j vftralq recfeiva td&
'the Friday; charge, Including tiobx.
president has nofi fjnished reading both ways $10. Special rates for long-e- r
the bill, but is understood to approve
ASBESTOS COMPANY
time. Address East Las Vegas,
it in general terms.
Box B. Leave orders at Mrn,o.-or Plaza hotel. Adv.
IS

"f

Deposits

Whitman's rJarshmallow Whip
Z FOR PREPARING

r

$850

1914 Model Ford

,

$500

1912 Model Buick,, 30

Viele

$600

vs.

Marlon

40

30

-

$500
.

-

--

.$400

V

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
IAS VEGAS FORD SALES COMPANY

-

Doliclcua r.larshmallow Desserts
HAY7ABD CO. STORE

PORCH SHADES
Let Us Estimate Shading Your Porch

J. O.

JOHJMSElfM

& SOINJ

Local Agents

Mi

TU

"

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
for the auto. ' '
IS'

need-e- d

-

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

o o a pMn o

woo o

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
D. VJ. G OUD ON

J

INCORPORATED

LAS VEGAS MEN PROPOSE TO EN.
GAGE IN MINING: ON A
LARGE SCALE''

fee Home of the Best of Evcryllilag Eatable

TOE GBAAF--

$900
.

IN

--

.'

1913 Model fiupmobfle
1913 Model HupmObtle

'

J.

Capital, $100,000Snrplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

-

This Week's List of Second Hand Cars

WILL $2,200,000.
"BASHEUPRio ROMANCE
ITOOM1 j
Mr.j Wart Said proswecte for won
it BE' STAGED JAaiWEE
alfalfa for Gross
derful crops have never been better
.,TOMGHT' ' if si
j
this morning, that
in Mora1 county. All the valleys are
.ever Been-Ithe
Thursday evening of next 'week at green with growing crops. There

;

In every department of Banking we
are prepared. -to give the''"--. best

Real Bargains adl the Time

WARD AND

transfer man, un

addresses at Watroiis this
The three speakers will
adoption of a "dry" policy
rous under the local option

Not "Heavier Than Air"

V

SEE US

'

Dining Room Set?

Phone, Vegas 111

O. A. LARRAZOLO

IF YOU VANTAN AUTOMOBILE

.

Light automobile lamps
'
o'clock thle evening.

COOKING BUTTER.

MORA SCHOOL IS

Vegetables

No. 786

15c and 20c Each

1914.

m

Hi IHHI II II
MUTUAL THEATER
H

1

JUNE 4,

LAS CRUCES

IN 1916'

V

Albuquerque, June 4. Elections,
the appointment , of committeea and
the selecitioh of the place where the
eext "convention Is to be held featured
the last day's session of Episcopalian
ministers and laymen from cities of
New Mexico and Texas, west of the
Pecosi river, here yesterday.
The
next convocation, to to be held in St
Andrew's church at Lae oruces.
The delegates to the provincial
synod of the south weet to be held
next January to San Antonio, Texas,
are the Rev. Henrr Easter of El Paso.
Archdeacon Warren of Albuquerque,
the Rev. W. K. Loyd of Fort Bayard,
Colonel Fleming Jones of Las Crudes,
David McKnighta of El Paflo and H. S.
Parsonsi of Fort Sumner.

CUMMINS ATTACKS REPEAL
Washington, June 4i Senaior rw.
mins attacked the Panama tolla.ex- empuon repeal in a lonir
day, declaring he was amazed t the,
spectacle of "American giving to the
treaty a more liberal
InterpretaUon than the BritisW fhoin.
"
selves claimed for It"

Santa Fe, Jim
Mric
Asbestos company filed Incorporation
papers wlthlthe state corporation com- mission today, naming Charles p
Trumbull at East Las Vegas as- statu
TOO LATE Tfr CLASSIFY
tory agent The company is capitaliz- ed at 1100,000, divided Into 100.000
J2.00 REWARD to the flret
shares at $1 each.
person
'
senoing lie correct address of E.
The Incorporators are: Charles Pi
C. Long, formerly in saloon
business
Trumbull, East Las Vegas; John A.
at Las vegas New Mexico. T. D.
Baker of ES Porvenir. and Fmncia M
Rose & Co., '223 Kittredge
Lyon of Albuquerque, caching
Bldg.,
taking
Denver,
Colorado:,
snares.
The company desires
:s,uui
to acquire lands with deposits of as- FOR RENT-Reside- nce,
four rooms,
bestos, stone, fire clay, coal, iron and
COPPER
CHINO
Kitcnen, tath, toilet. 902 Columbia,
otner minerals or mineral waters. The
New York, June 4. Chino copper
Phone Main 299.'
concern will develop the large asbe
was
today.
quoted at 41
toa deposits found to San
Miguel
WANTED A female Canary bird.
county.
,,;
Phone Main 301.
Subscribe for The aptl.
'

iri

--

mm

--

labor

Saved by Using

PIKE'S PEAK
K

SELF.RISING FLOUR

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUH GROCER

-

ASK FOR IT

